Little is known about whether and how multimodal representations of the body (BRs) and of the space around the body (Peripersonal Space, PPS) adapt to amputation and prosthesis implantation. In order to investigate this issue, we tested BR in a group of upper limb amputees by means of a tactile distance perception task and PPS by means of an audio-tactile interaction task. Subjects performed the tasks with stimulation either on the healthy limb or the stump of the amputated limb, while wearing or not wearing their prosthesis. When patients performed the tasks on the amputated limb, without the prosthesis, the perception of arm length shrank, with a concurrent shift of PPS boundaries towards the stump. Conversely, wearing the prosthesis increased the perceived length of the stump and extended the PPS boundaries so as to include the prosthetic hand, such that the prosthesis partially replaced the missing limb.
O ur physical body represents the interface between the self and the external world, in that it mediates every interaction with external stimuli. The physical body is represented at different levels in the human brain, from unimodal somatosensory, motor and visual body maps [1] [2] [3] , to multimodal areas representing the shape, dimensions and position of body parts [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and the space immediately around them (Peripersonal Space, PPS) [9] [10] [11] [12] . Brain systems involved in body and PPS representation have been localized within a common frontoparietal network, encompassing the ventral premotor cortex and the posterior parietal cortex, both in monkeys [13] [14] [15] and in humans [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ; see 21 for a review. Body representations in the brain depend on the structure of the physical body, and must dynamically update to changes of the physical body. While there is extensive evidence of plasticity in unimodal body representations following a sudden change in the physical body, such as in the case of traumatic amputation [22] [23] [24] [25] , little is known about the extent to which multimodal body and PPS representations are dependent on the structure of the physical body and dynamically adapt to changes in body structure [26] [27] [28] .
Here we study a group of 10 upper limb amputees to show how a sudden change in the structure of the physical body affects a critical feature of body representations (BRs), i.e., the perceived dimension of the residual body part, and the extension of PPS around the affected body part. In addition, the effects of amputation are partially palliated by means of prostheses that at the same time physically replace the amputated body part and extend the functionality of the residual limb. Little is known on whether and how partially restoring the function and structure of the physical body by means of prosthesis implantation affects BRs and PPS representations. To study this issue, we selected amputee patients who underwent traumatic amputation of an upper limb at least 24 months before testing, and were implanted with and used a functional prosthesis. Patients performed a tactile distance perception task in order to assess the perceived length of the stump and of the healthy arm (see Experiment 1) and an audio-tactile interaction task in order to measure the extent of PPS representation around the stump and the healthy limb (see Experiment 2) . The comparison between the results for the two hemisoma provided evidence about the effects of amputation. The same experiments were also run while patients were or were not wearing their prosthesis during testing, and the results from these two conditions were compared in order to study the effect of prosthesis implantation on body and PPS representation. reference body part) and one pair on the upper arm (target body part). Participants were asked to judge whether the distance between the two stimuli was longer on the forehead or on the arm. In the present experiment, we administered the tactile distance perception task with tactile stimuli longitudinally delivered on the upper arm, along the arm axis, in order to measure the perceived length of the arm. Amputees performed the task in 3 blocked conditions, run in counterbalanced between-subjects order, on the healthy limb and on the stump, with or without the prosthesis. For each subject, we calculated the mean probability of reporting the distance on the upper arm as longer for all combinations of inter-point distances (P-Arm). We predicted that P-Arm would vary depending on the perceived size of the stimulated arm, in line with a context dependent bias, well documented in the field of visual perception [e.g. 29, 30 ], and suggested also for haptic exploration [e.g. 31 ; but see also 32 for a different interpretation] and recently confirmed also for a visual 33, 34 and a tactile distance perception task 34 . According to this bias, higher or lower P-Arm would indicate, respectively, that the upper arm is perceived as shorter or as longer.
We first compared mean P-Arm between the amputees' healthy limb and the right arm of healthy controls, by means of an independent samples t-test. Data were normally distributed (KolmogorovSmirnov: p 5 .20). Scores did not differ significantly between the two groups [t(12) 5 1.41, p 5 .29] suggesting that amputation of one upper limb did not affect the implicitly perceived length of the healthy arm.
In order to study the effect of amputation and prosthesis implantation on perceived arm length, we compared mean P-Arm between the healthy and the amputated limb of patients, by means of a repeated measure ANOVA with Condition (Healthy limb, With Prosthesis and Without Prosthesis) as within-subjects factor. The main factor of Condition was significant [F(2,12) 5 11.01; p , .01]. As shown in Figure 1 , P-Arm was significantly higher when patients performed the task on the affected limb, while not wearing the prosthesis (62%, 65%), as compared to the healthy limb (46%, 64%; p , .001; Newman-Keuls corrected). In line with the contextdependent hypothesis, this result suggests that amputation reduced the perceived length of the remaining part of the affected limb. Critically, when patients performed the task on the stump, but while wearing their prosthesis, P-Arm was significantly lower (52%, 66%) as compared to the Without Prosthesis condition (62%, 65%; p , .05 -Newman-Keuls corrected). These results suggest that wearing the prosthesis increased the perceived length of the stump, making it more similar to the perception of the healthy limb, such that the prosthesis partially replaced the missing limb. P-Arm was not statistically different between the healthy limb and the stump while patients wore the prosthesis (p 5 .09).
Experiment 2 -amputation and prostheses implantation affect PPS representation. In order to investigate whether amputation and prosthesis implantation affected also the extent of the multisensory space surrounding the limb, we compared patients' performance in the auditory-tactile interaction task 35 . By using this task, we measured the critical distance at which a sound interacts with the processing of tactile stimuli at the upper limb. Participants were asked to answer as fast as possible to a tactile stimulus administered on the upper arm, while task-irrelevant sounds were presented, giving the impression of a sound source either approaching to (IN sound), or receding from (OUT sound) their limb. On different trials, tactile stimulation was delivered at one out of five possible different temporal delays from the onset of the sound (from T1 to T5). This way, tactile stimulation occurred when the sound source was perceived at one out of five possible distances (from D1, very far, to D5 very close) from the body (see Methods). The extent of PPS was assessed in a group of healthy subjects as a control in the patients' group, on the healthy limb and on the amputated limb, while patients were wearing or not their prosthesis.
As tactile stimulation was set clearly above threshold, false alarms and omissions were rare (on average: .86% and 2.87%, per subject, per condition, respectively) and therefore the performance was analysed in terms of RTs only. In order to study the relationship between RTs and perceived sound position as a proxy of PPS extension, we calculated mean RTs to tactile target both for IN and OUT sounds at the various temporal delays at which tactile stimulation was administered. RTs exceeding more than 2 standard deviations from the mean RTs were considered outliers and trimmed from the analyses (on average: .81% of trials per subject per condition). At every temporal delay, from T1 to T5, sounds were perceived as being at a different position in space with respect to the stimulated body part. possible perceived distances, from D1, farthest distance, to D5, closest distance, along a continuum.
First of all, in order to study PPS representation around the healthy limb, we compared tactile RTs at each distance, from D1 to D5, when stimulation was administered to the amputees' healthy limb and to the arm of healthy controls. Data were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov in 14 out of 15 conditions: p 5 .20). A repeated measures ANOVA with Distance (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5), as a within subject factor, and Group (Amputees healthy limbControls), as a between subject factor, revealed a significant main effect of Distance [F(4,72) 5 17.31, p , .00001]. Results showed that tactile RTs progressively speeded up as the perceived sound approached the body (see Figure 2A ). Newman-Keuls post-hoc tests confirmed that RTs at D1 (D1 5 440 ms, 616) and D2 (430 ms, 617) -when the sound was perceived as being far from the bodywere significantly slower as compared to RTs at D3 (414 ms, 616), D4 (402 ms, 616) and D5 (404 ms, 616; all p s , .01) -when the sound was perceived as being close to the body. This pattern of results was equivalent between patients and healthy controls. Indeed, neither the main effect of Group [F(1,18) 5 0.81, p 5 .38] nor the Distance X Group interaction [F(4,72) 5 0.32, p 5 .86] were significant. Taken together these results suggest that there is a critical spatial range (in this case between D2 and D3) within which auditory stimuli begin interacting with tactile stimuli administered on the body surface, resulting in quicker tactile RTs. This spatial range could be considered as the boundaries of the PPS. The present analysis suggests that the boundaries of PPS representation around the upper limb do not differ between healthy controls and amputees, for what concerned the non-affected side of their body.
In order to study the effect of amputation and prosthesis implantation on PPS representation, we compared the results between patients' healthy and amputated limb, while wearing or not wearing their prosthesis. We entered tactile RTs in a repeated measure ANOVA with Condition (Healthy Limb, With Prosthesis and Without Prosthesis) and Distance (D1, D2, D3, D4, D5) as the within subject factors. The main effect of Distance was significant [F(4,36) 5 19.92, p , .00001], resembling the pattern of responses found for the healthy limb and for controls: RTs became faster when the sound was perceived as being closer to the body (see Figure 2B ). Critically, the main effect of Condition was also significant [F(2,18) 5 3.64, p , .05]. A Newman-Keuls post-hoc test showed that when patients performed the task without the prosthesis, RTs were slower (418 ms, 629) as compared to when they performed the task with the healthy limb (404 ms, 629; p , .05; one-tailed). When patients performed the task with the amputated limb, RTs were faster when they wore the prosthesis (398 ms, 626) as compared to when they did not wear the prosthesis (p , .05). RTs were not significantly different between the Healthy limb and the With Prosthesis conditions (p 5 .45). Taken together these results suggest that amputation affected PPS representation around the stump, as compared to the non-affected limb. Wearing a prosthesis compensated this effect, making PPS representation around the stump more similar to PPS representation around the healthy limb.
Experiment 3 -prosthesis implantation shifts PPS coding from the stump to the prosthetic hand. In order to interpret the differential effect on RTs found between the with -and without prosthesis conditions in amputee patients, we hypothesized that, when patients did not wear the prosthesis, sound position was codified with respect to the stump, which represented the boundaries of the physical body. Instead, when patients wore their prosthesis, the perceived position of sound in space was re-calibrated with respect to the prosthetic hand, such that the prosthetic hand itself represented the new body boundary. In other words, audio-tactile interaction was coded with respect to the stump in the Without Prosthesis condition and with respect to the prosthetic hand in the With Prosthesis condition, resulting in a general reduction of RTs in every temporal delay (i.e., at each sound distance) when the prosthesis was on. In order to test this hypothesis, we ran a further experiment on healthy participants. The task was the same as for Experiment 2, in exception for a manipulation in the location of tactile stimuli. Sound positions were kept constant in relationship to the upper arm (i.e., the near loudspeaker was close to the upper arm and the far loudspeaker was at 100 cm). Tactile targets, however, were administered in two different experimental conditions either at the arm (Upper Arm condition), or at the hand (Hand conditions). This way we aimed at simulating, respectively, the stump stimulation in the Without Prosthesis condition and the recoding of auditorytactile interaction to the prosthetic hand in the With Prosthesis condition in amputee patients.
Subjects performed two blocks for each experimental condition (Upper Arm and Hand condition), ran in a counterbalanced order.
False alarms and omissions were rare (on average: .45 and 1.89%, per subject, per condition, respectively). Data were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov in 9 out of 10 conditions, p..09). Mean RTs (after trimming outliers, .54% of trails per subject per condition) to tactile stimulation were entered in a repeated-measures ANOVA with Condition (Upper Arm -Hand) and Distance (from D1 to D5), as within subject factors, and Order of administration (Upper Arm -Hand; Hand -Upper Arm) as between subject factor. As in the previous experiment, the main effect of Distance was significant [F(4,40) 5 11.64, p , .0001], replicating the modulation of tactile RTs depending on the position of sound in space (see Figure 3) . The Condition X Distance interaction was not significant [F(4, (373 ms, 621) . These results suggest that when the tactile stimulation was administered at the hand, while the near sound source was placed close to the upper arm, sounds were processed as if they were closer to the boundaries of the stimulated limb, i.e., the hand. This pattern of results evidenced a general reduction of tactile RTs in every temporal delay as compared to when tactile stimuli were administered at the upper arm. This effect suggests that the perceived position of sound was computed with respect to the part of the limb tactilely stimulated and clearly resembles the effect found in amputee patients when task was performed while wearing, as compared to not wearing, the prosthesis.
Discussion
Two main results have been obtained by the present study. First, a modification in the physical structure of the body, such as limb loss due to traumatic amputation, affects high-order multisensory representations of the body and of the space around the body. Second, such effects are, at least partially, compensated by prosthesis implantation substituting the lost body part. Results from Experiment 1 show that, following amputation, the implicitly perceived length of the residual part of the upper arm decreased, such that patients perceived their stump as shorter as compared to the healthy arm. Wearing a prosthesis increased the perceived length of the arm, making the perception of the stump length more similar to that of the healthy limb. Amputation and prosthesis implantation also affected the representation of PPS around the stump. In Experiment 2, task-irrelevant sounds boosted tactile RTs in so far as they were perceived as being closer to the stimulated body part, both in healthy controls and in amputees tested on their healthy limb. This multisensory effect was reduced when amputated patients were tested on their amputated limb (without-prosthesis); in this condition patients showed slower RTs as compared to conditions involving healthy limb assessment or healthy controls, suggesting that, after amputation, the boundaries of PPS shifted towards the stump. However, when the task was administered on the stump while patients wore their prosthesis, there was again the same speeding effect on tactile RTs depending on the position of sounds in space, as for the healthy limb and in controls. These results suggested that prosthesis implantation restored the boundaries of PPS so that they included the prosthetic hand. Experiment 3 supports this conclusion, by showing that in healthy subjects, dynamic sounds coupled to tactile stimulation of the upper arm or of the hand resulted in the same modulation of tactile RT similar as that found in amputees respectively when they did not wear or they wore their prosthesis.
Until now, an extensive body of evidence has demonstrated that amputation modifies unimodal motor and somatosensory representations of the body in the brain, both in monkeys 22 phenomena, such as tactile sensations arising from the missing limb or feeling of moving the amputated limb, occur at some point in almost every individual suffering amputation. These phenomena offer a striking example of the link between plasticity in primary cortical body representations and body experience 38 ; see 8 for review. Interestingly, phantom limb phenomena are not limited to sensory or motor precepts originating from the missing body part 39 , but are often referred by patients as conscious awareness of the presenceimplying position, shape and size -of the missing limb 39, 40 . The complexity and richness of these phantom limb phenomena is hardly explainable as resulting only from cortical reorganization in unimodal primary cortices. Rather, they suggest an involvement of multisensory body representations, which integrate the continuous flow of information from different sensory modalities in order to give raise to the experience of the body and its parts 41, 42 . Surprisingly little is known yet about the extent to which multisensory body and space representations are dependent on the structure of the physical body and are affected by limb loss. By showing that upper limb amputation changes the perceived dimension of the residual limb and alters multisensory integration in the space surrounding the limb, the present study offers evidence of plasticity in multisensory body representations following a change in the physical structure of the body.
The present results also provide new insights about the direction of these effects. Indeed, shrinkage of a part of the physical body following amputation resulted in contraction of multisensory body and space representations. When participants did not wear their prosthesis, amputee patients perceived their stump as shorter and PPS representation around the stump shrunk. Previous studies provided evidence of plastic modifications of both body and PPS representations in the direction of extension 34, [43] [44] [45] [46] . Interestingly, there is much less evidence of contraction of body and PPS representation [e.g., see 47, 48 ]. Since development tends in the direction of growing and cannot normally be reversed, it makes sense that extension phenomena are more common and more easily demonstrated than contraction phenomena. Limb loss represents a rare means to study plasticity in body representations in the direction of shrinkage. Wearing a prosthesis, however, partially replaces the physical presence of the amputated limb and partially re-establishes its function of acting in space. In line with this, the second main finding of the present study is that while wearing a functional prosthesis, long-term prosthesis-users, such as the patients of the present sample, perceived their stump as longer and the boundaries of PPS representation shifted to include the region around their prosthetic hand.
In order to interpret these plasticity effects in multimodal body and space representations after amputation (in the direction of contraction) and prosthesis implantation (in the direction of extension) we refer to the well-documented sensory-to-motor functions of body and PPS representations. It is well known that both in monkeys 10, 49, 50 and in humans 51, 52 multisensory fronto-parietal areas responding selectively to stimuli within PPS are directly linked to the motor system in order to trigger fast and appropriate motor reactions to stimuli potentially interacting with body. In the same way, information related to the size and position of different body parts is critical for action upon external objects. Consistent with this view, we showed that when the possibility of acting with a limb is limited, due to amputation, body and PPS representations contract. Instead, when such possibility is, at least partially, restored by using a functional prosthesis, BRs and PPS representations extend, such that they incorporate the prosthesis into the representation of the upper limb. These results are in line with a recent study from Makin and colleagues 28 showing that hand amputation, by producing an asymmetry in action space, also caused a permanent distortion in visuo-spatial perception on the affected side of the body, as compared to the intact side.
The prosthesis' function of restoring the possibility of the body to act in its space in amputees resembles that of a tool in extending the reachable space of healthy subjects. However a prosthesis is more than a tool in that the majority of the prosthetic limbs, differentially from tools, also mimic the visual appearance of a limb. The prostheses used by the present sample of patients were artificial devices that faithfully reproduced the exterior appearance of a real arm and hand; they were also controlled myoelectrically or kinematically by residual muscles in order to allow quite complex limb movements. Since prosthetic limbs share more features with an anatomical limb as compared to tools, prosthesis-use and tool-use could have differential effects on the plasticity of BRs. In particular, distinction has been proposed between the effects of body extension (e.g., in the case of tool-use) and body incorporation (e.g., in the case of prosthesisuse) 53, 54 . It is still not clear, however, whether and to what extent a prosthetic limb can be embodied such that it becomes in some sense indistinguishable from a real body part. We did not directly test the subjective experience of prosthesis embodiment, but the present results suggest that although the effect of prosthesis implantation might overcome that of tool-use, prosthetic limbs cannot be totally conceived as a real part the body, at least because they are known to be attachments that can be taken off. Accordingly, our data show that in amputee patients, two different body representations coexisted and were differentially activated when patients did or did not wear their prosthesis. Indeed, the perceived length of the stump and the extension of PPS immediately shrunk or elongated, depending on whether the prosthesis was respectively on or off. The coexistence of multiple body representations depending on different body states (with or without a tool) resembles other forms of plasticity shown after long-term tool-use experiences 55, 56 . Understanding the mechanisms of prostheses embodiment and identifying key features of prosthetic devices favouring prosthesisuse and acceptance are key issues for rehabilitation of limb loss and the new field of neuroprosthetics. The present study might contribute to research in this field: on the one hand, it demonstrates striking effects of amputation and prosthesis implantation on the perception of body part size and on multisensory integration in the space around the body. On the other hand, it proposes sensitive and easy-to-apply tasks to measure the effects of using prosthetic devices on BRs and PPS representations.
Methods
Amputee subjects. Ten volunteers participated in the study (8 males and 2 females, mean age 45 years, range 21-66 years), recruited at the INAIL Prostheses Centre, Budrio, Bologna (http://www.inail-ricerca.it/index.aspx). They were healthy except that they had all one upper limb amputated either below or above the elbow, following a traumatic accident. Before the accident all patients were right-handed. The inclusion criterion was that they must have been using a functional prosthesis, cosmetically designed, so they resembled arm appearance, at least 4-8 h daily for 5-7 days per week for at least 1 year. Patients' demographic and clinical data are reported in Table 1 . All subjects gave their informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Ethical commission of the INAIL Prostheses Centre and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Control subjects. Twenty-nine healthy volunteers participated in Experiment 1 (N 5 7, 5 males, mean age 5 33.7 years, range 25-62 years), Experiment 2 (N 5 10, all females, mean age 5 22.1 years, range 19-24 years) and Experiment 3 (N 5 12, 2 males, mean age 5 23.4 years, range 20-26 years) as control groups. All subjects gave their informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Ethical commission of the INAIL Prostheses Centre and performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Experimental procedure: overall structure. Amputee patients participated in two experiments, assessing BRs (Experiment 1) and PPS representations (Experiment 2), performed in a single 2-hour and a half session. Seven out of ten patients participated in Experiment 1: two patients were excluded because of the very high level of the amputation (above the elbow; P1 and P10, see Table 1 ), thus not allowing administering tactile stimuli of sufficient dimensions (see Experiment 1 methods), because the prosthesis covered most of the stump surface. One patient could not perform the experiment for matter of time (P3, see Table 1 ). All patients participated in Experiment 2.
Patients performed Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in three different experimental conditions: stimuli were administered on the healthy limb (Healthy limb condition), on the amputated limb without prosthesis (Without Prosthesis condition) and on the amputated limb with prosthesis (With Prosthesis condition). All healthy subjects from the control group performed the tasks in Experiment 1 and 2 on their right upper arm, on a skin region matching the site of stump stimulation used for amputee patients.
Procedure and materials. Experiment 1 -tactile distance perception task. In order to assess the perceived length of the residual part of the upper limb and of the homologous region of the healthy limb, we used a tactile distance perception task. On each trial of the tactile distance perception task, participants were touched with a pair of dots on the forehead and then with a pair of dots on the upper arm, longitudinally delivered along the arm axis. Participants made untimed two-alternative forcedchoice judgments of whether the two points felt farther apart on the forehead or on the upper arm, responding verbally ''forehead'' or ''arm''. Subjects were lain down with the tested arm resting in a prone position. In order to set the spatial distance between the stimuli administered to the forehead and the upper arm, we initially measured the two-point discrimination threshold (2 pdt) on the upper arm for longitudinal orientation by using a staircase method, as described in 57 . For each subject, the individual 2 pdt on the arm was used to set the distance between the pairs of dots used during the tactile distance task. Three different inter-point distances were used: at the 2 pdt; 1.5 the 2 pdt; and twice the 2 pdt. The task comprised a total of 36 trials. An experimenter administered the stimuli manually for approximately one second, with an inter-stimulus interval of one second between taps on the forehead and the arm. Subjects were blindfolded throughout the procedure.
The perceived size of tactile stimuli touching the body depends on the perceived dimension of the body part tactilely stimulated 6, 7, 58, 59 and is influenced by visual 33 or proprioceptive 60 information about the stimulated body part. Thus, the tactile distance perception task can be used as an indirect measure of the internal representation of body part size [see also 34 ].
Experiment 2 and 3-audio-tactile interaction task. During the task, subjects were blindfolded and were seated with the tested arm resting prone on a table beside them. During each trial a sound (pink noise) was presented for 3000 ms. The sounds were generated by two loudspeakers, one placed on the table in proximity of the upper arm, the other one placed on the table, at a distance of ,100 cm from the near loudspeaker, thus far from the upper arm. Sound intensity was manipulated so that IN sounds had exponentially rising acoustic intensity, while OUT sounds had exponentially falling acoustic intensity. In this way, IN sounds gave the impression of a sound source moving from the far to the near loudspeaker, i.e., towards the subject's body, while OUT sounds gave the impression of a sound source moving in the opposite direction, i.e. receding from the body. Along with the auditory stimulation, in half of the trials subjects were also presented with a tactile stimulation, delivered by means of a constant-current electrical stimulator (DS7A, Digitimer, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), via a pair of neurological electrodes (Neuroline, Ambu, Ballerup, Denmark), placed on the dorsal surface of the upper arm. The remaining trials were catch trials with auditory stimulation only. Subjects were asked to respond vocally to the tactile target, when present, saying ''TAH'' as rapidly as possible, trying to ignore the sound. Tactile RTs were recorded by means of a voice-activated relay. A PC running C.I.R.O. software (www.cnc.unibo.psice.unibo/ciro) was used to control the presentation of the stimuli and to record responses [see 35 ]. The critical experimental manipulation was that the tactile stimulus was delivered at different temporal delays (from T1 to T5, see below) from the onset of the auditory stimulus, both for IN and OUT sounds. In this way, tactile stimulation occurred when the sound source was perceived at different locations with respect to the body: i.e., close to the body, at high temporal delays for the IN sound and at low temporal delays for the OUT sound; and far from the body, at low temporal delays for the IN sound and at high temporal delays for the OUT sound. For each trial, the sound was preceded and followed by 1000 ms of silence. Temporal delays from sound onset for the tactile stimulus were set as follows: T1, tactile stimulation administered at 300 ms, T2 at 800 ms, T3 at 1500 ms, T4 at 2200 ms and T5 at 2700 ms (see Figure 4) .
The task used for Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 consisted in a random combination of 8 target stimuli for each temporal delay, for the IN and OUT sounds, resulting in a total of 76 trials with a tactile target, randomly intermingled with 76 catch trials. Trials were equally divided into 2 blocks, each block lasting about 8 minutes. 
